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1.Background 

Tagalog, the basis of the national language of the Philippines since 1939, is an Austronesian 
language of the Philippine type spoken natively by about fifteen million speakers. 

It is practically identical with Pilipino, but different from Filipino, which is an artificial language, 
based on the multiple languages of the Philippines, including the Indo-European languages 
English and Spanish. From 1973 on, Filipino is the national language of the Philippines, whereas 
Tagalog remains the national language of Tagalogs.(Campbell 2000, Ethnologue, Guzman 2001, 
Makarenko 1998b, Škarban 1995) 

Reduplication is a common morphological device in Tagalog. Nowhere, perhaps, is this 
concatenative linguistic principle more productive of results than in the Philippine languages, 
and here it probably finds its highest development in Tagalog, the most important language of the 
archipelago.  

Table 1. Reduplication Map 

Reduplication in Tagalog may be either significant or non-significant. Non-significant in the 
sense that its significance is not apparent, or that no special semantic category arises from the 
reduplication, though in every case there was doubtless a reason for the reduplication. These kind 
of reduplication include: 
(1)monosyllabic,where a single syllable is reduplicated to form a root, e. g., olol 'mad '.  
(2)reduplication of the final syllable 
(3)final reduplication which consists in adding at the end of a dissyllabic word a syllable 
consisting of the initial consonants of the first syllable and the vowel and final consonant of the 
syllable  ‘-C1V1Cn/root]C1V1Cn  ’  kaliskis  ‘to scrape’ 
(4)some partial reduplication: lalaki 'man'.babdyi 'woman'  

Significant reduplication, generally speaking, emphasizes or strengthen in some way the 
meaning of the simple word.Tagalog has both full reduplication and partial reduplication and 
sometimes combined reduplication to carry significance.  

Reduplication Total: 368

Value Representation

Productive full and partial reduplication 278

Full reduplication only 35

No productive reduplication 55
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Words with full reduplication: 

Table 2 

Table 3 
However, in this paper the full reduplication will not  be discussed in detail. The focus will be on 
partial reduplication — the most common way to reduplicate in Tagalog.  We can formulate 
partial reduplication by indexing consonant and vowels with subscripted number then indicate 
the part that is reduplicated by referring to the indices and treat it as a morpheme{ Dup P} 

Type: 

bahid  
‘stain’  

bahid-bahid  
‘full of stains’

bahay  
‘house’    

bahay-bahay  
‘from house to house’

araw  
‘day’   

arwa-araw  
‘everyday’

basta  
‘enough’

basta-basts 
 ‘absolutely sufficient’

hati  
‘divide’   

hati-hati  
‘divide into equal parts’

N    "    Adv

N     "    A

A    "    A

N     "    Adv

V    "    V

Type causing or serving to produce ‘X’ 

galang respect ka-galang-galang  
 ‘inspring greatrespect’

hilakbot ‘shock’ ka-hila-hilakbot  
‘extremely shocking’   

ibig’love’ kaibig-ibig 
‘adorable’  

yamot ‘boredom’ ka-yamut-yamut   ‘extremely boring’

N    "    A

N    "    A

N    "    A

N    "    A
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Table 4 
              
The function of  {Dup P} can be categorized into two types:  

(1)Indicates emphasis, intensiveness, or  plurity 

For indicating emphasis,examples are adjectives with prefixed ma- form their plural: 
mabubuti ‘good(PL)’ from mabuti ‘good’, the words kaunti 'a little', munti 'a little, small', 
make the forms kakaunti, mumunti, which are usually employed as plurals. One interesting 
example of purity of nouns of relationship with prefixed mag- 

Type: N    "    N 

/mag-/                                                      
N pref 
___ N 
‘ denote two relatives of X’ 
 

/Dup P/ 
N pref 
___ N 
‘denote plurity of relatives’ 

Table 5 

Morpheme Allomorph Diatribution

{Dup P}  /C1V1 - /   C1V1   [ C1V1 
                   root

ama ‘father’ mag-ama   ‘father and child’ mag-a-ama    
‘father and children’ 

ina ‘mother’ mag-ina ‘mother and child’ mag-i-ina  
‘mother and children’ 

kapatid ‘ sibling’ mag-kapatid  ‘(two) siblings’ mag-ka-kapatid    
‘(three or more) siblings’ 
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It also emphasizes the idea of individuality or number; i-isd 'only one' from isd ‘one’, miminsan 
'only once' from minsan 'once', pipiso ' only one peso' from piso ‘peso’. A similar restrictive 
reduplication is found in nouns of individuality with prefixed ka- e. g., katdwo 'one man', kaka- 
tdwo 'one man only'.  

Besides, it indicates additional vividness in time relations; in the regular verbal forms {Dup P} 
indicates intensity in time, e. g., from the root laro 'play' we have naglalaro (imperfect) 
maglalaro (future) from maglaro modal and this phenomenon is what we are going to focus on 
later in this paper; the same reduplication is found in most verbal nouns of action, e. g., 
paglalaro 'act of playing’, a prodcutive way of noun derivation. 

Type: V    "    N 

/pag- + Dup P/                                                      
N pref 
___ v 
‘noun of X’ 

(2) Denotes distribution. 

{Dup P }denotes  distribution such as the distributive numerals with prefixed tig- from 'five' 
upward, e. g., tiglilimd ' five each' from lima ' five’ ; nouns derived from names of money with 
the suffix -in, e. g., sasalapiin 'having value of a salapi each', from salapi ‘half-peso’, 
magkakano 'how much apiece' from magkano 'how much'. etc.  

2. Partial Reduplication in aspect inflection on verbs 

Tagalog verbs inflect for four aspects, the morphology of aspect is closely related to the voice 
affixes, a feature of verbal predicate often called  trigger system or focus. The voice affixal 
markers are characterized in terms of thematic roles  of  the nouns. (Ramos 1985)  

In fact , Tagalog is known for its voice affixes, a feature of verbal predicate often called trigger 
system or focus. The voice affixal markers are characterized in terms of thematic roles  of  the 
nouns. 
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Table 6 
For example, for the root ‘bili’ which means ‘buy’ , the data below showed how it changed 
accordingly to its semantic role in a sentence. ( NF = Non- focus; FOC = Focus;) 

 a. B-um-ili             ka          ng   tinapay  sa  tindahan.                                  (Actor-focus) 

     buy            2s.NF.FOC    NF   bread     NF   store 

b. Bil-hin      mo        ang      tinapay   sa    tindahan.                              (Patient/Goal-focus) 

   buy             2s       FOC       bread     NF     store 

c. Bil-han    mo    ng   tinapay    ang    tindahan.                           (Oblique:Location-focus) 

  OV. buy     2s    NF    bread     FOC     store 

‘You buy a/the bread at a/the store.’ 

In this paper, we only discuss the Actor focus. 

In Tagaog, verbs can be classified by mood. 

Actor Goal/Patient Benefactive Locative Instrumental

Indicative 

Root:  

bili ‘buy’

um-     
mag-  
ma-  

b-um-ili

-in  
-an  
i-  

bili-hin

i-  
ipag- 

i-bili

-an 
pag—an  

  
bil-han

ipang- 

ipang-bili

Mood root Voice:Actor-Focus

Indicative 

-UM-  
(active,internal) 

Mag- 
(active,external) 

Ma- 
(stative)

bili ‘buy’ 

laba ‘wash’ 

tulog ‘sleep’

b-um-ili ‘buy’ 

mag-laba ‘wash’ 

matulog ‘sleep’
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Table 7 
Some notes on Table7 : The prefix maki- is used to form ‘social verbs’ to indicate that an action 
is performed in the company of another person. 

Besides, the derivational prefix pa- is used to indicate both direct and indirect causation. 

Table 8 

Tagalog verbs are inflectable for three basic aspects: contemplated, imperfective, perfective. 
Certain tagalog verbs are inflectable for fourth, derived aspect: the Recent Perfective. 

Distributive 
(habit)

huli ‘catch’ mang-huli  ‘to catch (fish)’

Social 
maki-

bili ‘buy’ maki-bili’ ‘to buy (with 
someone)

Potentive 
(ability) 
maka-

bili ‘buy’ maka-bili’ ‘ be able to buy’ 

Causative 
pa-

mag-laba ‘wash’ mag-pa-laba  
‘make someone wash’

Actor-Focus

Indicative Distributive Potentive Social

Affix -UM-  Mag- Ma- Mang- Maka- Maki 

Root basa ‘read’ 

inom ‘drink’

laba ‘wash’ 

aral ‘study’

tulog ‘sleep’ 

upo ‘sit’

pili ‘choose’ 

kuha ‘get’

sayaw ‘dance’ bili

Neutral(Infinit
ives)

-um- 
b-um-asa 

um-inom

mag- 
mag-laba 

magaral

ma- 
ma-tulog 

ma-upo

mang- 
mang
+pili=mamili 

mang +kuha= 
manguha

maka- 
maka-sayaw 

maki- 
maki-bili 

Completed(Pe
rfective)

-um- 
b-um-asa 

um-inom

nag- 
nag-laba 

nag-aral

na- 
na-tulog 

na-upo

nang- 
namili 

nanguha

naka- 
naka-sayaw 

naki- 
nakibili 
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Table 9 

There are phonological related allomorph for distributive verbs as showed below. 
Nasal assimilation:  

Table 10 

From table 8 above we can see that contempleted and imcompleted aspects exhibit {Dup P} 
Nearly all contemplated-aspect and all imperfect-aspect formations are marked by the presence 
by the presence of:(1) {Dup P} (2) an aspect marking element maybe symbolized as N.  

The formation and position of {Dup P} have been preN occurs in perfective aspect formation as 
well as in imperfective- aspect formations.  
However, there are many interesting problems in Table 9. In -um- verb and potentive and social 
verbs the {Dup P} seems not follow the this rules. {Dup P} is sepaerated by -um- infix in -um- 
verbs and {Dup P} separate potentive and social prefix.  

Contemplated
(Future) 

{Dup P}

Dup P- 
ba-basa 

i-inom

mag+Dup P 
maglalaba 

magaaral

ma+Dup P 
ma-tu-tulog 

ma-u-upo 

mang+Dup P 
mamimili 

mangunguha

maka+Dup P  
or 
 ma+Dup P
+ka 

makasasayaw 

or  

makakasayaw 

ma+Dup P
+ki 

ma-ki-ki-bili 

Incompleted(I
mperfect) 

{Dup P}

C1umV1 
b-um-a-basa 

um-i-inom 

nagDup P 
naglalaba 

nagaaral

naDup P 
na-tu-tulog 

na-u-upo 

nang+Dup P 
namimili 

nangunguha

naka+Dup P  
or 
 na+Dup P
+ka 

nakasasayaw 
or 
nakakasayaw 

naka+Dup P  
or 
 na+Dup P
+ka 

naki-ki-bili 

Morpheme Allomorph Distribution

{Distributive Mang} /mang ~ mam ~ man/ mam/ ___ [ Labial consonant m/p/b
man/ ___[Dental consonant t/d/l
mang elsewhere

{Distributive Nang} /nang ~ nam ~ nan/ nam/ ___ [ Labial consonant m/p/b
nan/ ___[Dental consonant t/d/l
nang elsewhere
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3. Morphological Optionality in Reduplication 

On the basis of their internal structure, Tagalog verb bases maybe divided into the following 
classes: (1) simple bases:consist of only one meaningful element.  (2) derived bases:consist of a 
simple base plus one or more affixes.(3) conpound based: consist of two simple bases.  

The data below only showed the simple bases. The inflection on potentive and social verbs 
illustrates the fact that Tagalog allow multiple possibilities with respect to which morphemes are 
copied during reduplication. For example, the locus of reduplication may vary within a specific 
domain of morphemes. 

Base form in a ‘Slot and Filler’ model 

  
(Im)possible reduplicative outputs for future aspect of the base form can be: 

a* [Dup P]-maka-pag-pa-hintay 
b.ma-[Dup P]-ka--pag-pa-hintay 
c. maka-[Dup P]-pag-pa-hintay 
d. maka-pag-[Dup P]-pa-hintay 
e. maka-pag-pa-[Dup P]-hintay 
f. * maka-pag-pa-hin-[Dup P]-tay 

Intended meaning: ‘will be able to cause someone to wait’ 

From (a-e), we may draw the conclusion that{Dup P} must target a morpheme constituent, rather 
than simply a prosodic element (i.e. in (e), reduplication may not occur within the morpheme 
hintay), or more specifically, it do not separates root. 

To addition, (a) shows that {Dup P} may not target the mood marker morpheme maka-, that is to 
say, the {Dup P} do not reduplicate first syllable of the prefix. But in the case of (b), it is inserted 
into the prefix maka-,  some regard this as reduplication of the last syllable of the prefix.(Ramos 
(1985) 

To sum up, {Dup P} in some cases must immediately precedes the verb base, in others must 
immediately precede a component of the verbal affix, and in still others may immediately 
precede either the verb base or a component of the verbal affix.  

Base
Form

Mood Transitivity Causitivity Root

maka                     - pag                        -      pa                    -   hintay

Potentive Transitive Causative wait

‘be able to cause someone to wait’ 
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